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Abstract - Modern applications required multi-label classification such as protein function classification, music 

categorization, gene function analysis and semantic scene classification. Multi-label learning studies the problem 

where each instance associated with a set of labels simultaneously. This paper studies the problem of multi-label 

learning and its various methods for multi-label classification. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

In single label classification, each instance is associated with only one label from a set of different labels. But 

applications such as text categorization, semantic scene classification, music categorization may belong to more than 

one class [14]. This type of applications call for multi-label classification. In the previous years, multi-label 

classification was mostly demanded in the text categorization and medical diagnosis task. For example one news article 

can cover multiple aspects of an event, thus being related with a set of multiple topics, such as economics, sports and 

politics etc. [7], [22]. Similarly in medical diagnosis, a patient may be suffering for example from diabetes and prostate 

cancer at the same time [2]. Many real world applications necessitate multiple labels for each instance. 

 

II. RELATED WORK 

Problem transformation and Algorithm adaptation are the two methods of multi-label classification. In problem 

transformation methods, convert multi-label problem into set of binary classification problem which can then be 

handled using single-class classifiers and algorithm adaptation methods are those methods that extend specific learning 

algorithms in order to handle multi-label data directly [1]. 

 

 

A. Problem transformation methods 

This method comprises Binary relevance and Label power set approach. 

 

Examples Attribute Labelset 

1 A1 (L1 , L3) 

2 A2 (L2, L4) 

3 A3 (L1) 

4 A4 (L1, L2, L3) 

 

Table 1. Multi-label dataset 

 

Binary Relevance learning method is based on decompositions assuming labels are independent in which it transforms 

original dataset into subsets where classifiers trains on each dataset. It labeled positively if the label set of original 

dataset In this approach binary learning method considered as base learner and it has linear complexity depends on 

number of labels. The main drawback of BR is that it does not take into account any label dependency and may fail to 

predict some label combinations if such dependence is present[14]. Figure 2 shows the four data sets that are 

constructed by BR when applied to the data set of Figure 1. 
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Examples Label 

1 L1 

2 -L1 

3 L1 

4 L1 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Table 2.  data subset using the Binary relevance method 

 

Label power set is another method of problem transformation. Label dependency considers in label power set. This 

approach changes multi-label problem into single-label classification which considers all labels as atomic label i.e. each 

set of label of multi-class classification problem as a one class of single label classification problem. One limitation of 

label power set is to predict the set of labels in the observed training dataset only. So it produces a high computational 

complexity.  

 

Examples Labelset 

1 (L1,3) 

2 (L2,4) 

3 (L1) 

4 (L1,2,3) 

 

Table 3. Transformed data set using the label powerset method 

 

RAKEL [5] is the extension of label power set approach which eliminates the limitation of label power set method. It 

partitioned the original label set into label subset and from this original label set randomly selects the number of label 

subsets by this RAKEL method and then trains related multi-class classifier by using label power set. In RAKEL, 

ensemble the LP classifiers to predict the set of labels. RAKEL is also known as ensemble-based multi-label 

classification. 

 

Lo, Lin and wang presents basis expansion model i.e. Generalized k-Labelsets Ensemble for multi-label classification 

based on the concept of label powerset method. This expansion model is LP classifier trained   

Examples Label 

1 -L2 

2 L2 

3 -L2 

4 L2 

Examples Label 

 1 -L4 

2 L4 

3 -L4 

4 -L4 

Examples Label 

 1 L3  

 2 -L3  

3 -L3 

4 L3 
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To reduce global error between predicted and ground truth label learn the expansion coefficients efficiently. This model 

is also extended for cost-sensitive multi-label classification and used in social tagging by considering tag counts as the 

misclassification costs [7]. 

 

B. Algorithm Adaptation methods  

This method simply adopts the algorithms to directly perform multi-label classification to address problem in its full 

form. 

Following are some algorithm adaptation methods of multi-label classification are as follows. 

 Boosting approach is developed for high accurate prediction to machine learning by combining weak and inaccurate 

learners. Adaboost extended methods for multi-label classification are Adaboost.MH, Adaboost.MR and BoosTexter 

(Schapire & Singer, 2000). In AdaBoost.MH, Consider the examples are labeled with l and it predicts new examples x 

with set of labels lin case of positive sign weak classifier only otherwise it is not labeled with l. In AdaBoost.MR the 

ranking of each of the labels is based on the output of the weak classifiers. 

BoosTexter [7] is ensemble learning method extended from Ad-aBoost [23] which is proposed by Schapire and Singer 

for text categorization. In the training phase, BoosTexter maintains a set of weights over both training examples and 

their labels, where training examples and their corresponding labels that are hard (easy) to predict correctly get 

incrementally higher (lower) weights [20]. 

 

ML-KNN is multi-label lazy learning approach [20].ML-kNN (Zhang & Zhou, 2005) is an extension of the kNN for 

multi-label data. In training set, it first identifies the k-nearest neighbors for each unobserved instance. Based on 

statistical information received from the label sets of these neighboring instances, i.e. the number of neighboring 

instances belonging to each possible class, maximum a posteriori (MAP) principle is utilized to determine the label set 

for the test instance [6]. It is capable of producing ranked labels. 

BP-MLL is an adaptation of the popular back-propagation algorithm for multi-label learning. In this novel error 

function is derived to capture the characteristics of multi-label learning, i.e. the labels belonging to an instance should 

be ranked higher than those not belonging to that instance [24]. In the training phase, BP-MLL has high computational 

complexity while based on training model time cost of making prediction is quite less. 

 

A SVM ranking algorithm for multi-label classification invented by Elisseeff and Weston (2002) [10] to minimize 

ranking loss. (Godbole & Sarawagi, 2004) presents three improvements with SVM in collaboration with BR method for 

multi-label classification. In first improvement, extends original dataset with q additional features containing the 

predictions of each binary classifier then trained q binary classifier with extended dataset. In the second improvement, 

based on confusion matrix which is estimated using fast and moderately accurate classifier removes negative training 

instances of complete label which is similar to positive label. In the third improvement, discard similar negative 

instances within threshold distance from learned hyperplane [19]. 
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Another hybrid approach is presented in which, decision tree is integrated with SVM for multi-label classification. In 

this built decision tree architecture for multi-label classification that utilizes local SVMs where, binary SVM classifier is 

used in each leaf for making multi-label predictions [26]. 

Transductive learning 

Transductive learning was proposed by vapnik [11] which automatically exploits unlabeled data where testing data is 

exactly same as unlabeled data. Transductive inference is reasoning from observed specific (training) cases to specific 

(test) cases. TRAM [1] is the transductive Multi-label classification which effectively assigns set of multiple labels to 

each instance. With contrast from supervised multi-label learning it evaluates the label sets of the unlabeled instance 

from the information of both labeled and unlabeled instances. It first defines label concept composition for multi-label 

instance based on smoothness property after that make multi-label predictions based on label concept compositions. 

Kong Ng and Zhou presents Supervised version of label set prediction and Transductive version of label set prediction 

method. In Supervised version, predicts label set directly based upon estimated alpha values by using labeled data. In 

Transductive version, estimate the cardinality of label set by using both labeled and unlabeled instances.  

A graph-based Transductive multi-label classifier (TMC) is developed that is evaluated on a composite kernel in [29] by 

Yu, Domeniconi, Rangwala, Zhang, and Yu which presents, a method for data integration using the ensemble 

framework, called transductive multi-label ensemble classifier (TMEC). For each distinct kernel, TMEC trains a graph-

based multi-label classifier and then combines predicted output of the distinct models. In this uses a bi-relational 

directed graph that captures relationships between pairs of proteins, between pairs of functions, and between proteins 

and functions. 

 

Feature Selection (FS) 

Feature Selection (FS) plays an important role in machine learning and data mining. Spolaor, Cherman, Monard and Lee 

presents comparative study of four multi-label feature selection methods like RF-BR, RF-LP, IG-BR and IG-LP which 

use the filter approach to select features and transforms the multi-label data to single-label data using problem 

transformation methods like BR and LP approach. In this, ReliefF (RF) and Information Gain (IG) are used to measure 

the goodness of each label [21]. 

The wrapper approach to feature selection [27] is directly applicable to multi-label data. Using multi-label algorithm, 

Explorer the subset of features to optimize a multi-label loss function on an evaluation dataset  

A famous approach in text categorization uses the BR transformation in order to estimate the discriminative power of 

each feature with each of the labels independently of the rest of the remaining labels. Then the obtained values are 

aggregated to obtain an overall ranking.  Most of common aggregation strategies contain maximum or a weighted 

average of the obtained values [28].  
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III. DISCUSSION 

The analysis from the comparative study of the different multi-labeling algorithms is as follows.  

BR has the linear complexity according to the number of labels and it is also easily parallelized. For prediction of labels 

BR requires label independence. The Label power set approach is method of problem transformation and removes the 

drawback of BR and considers label dependency in case of prediction. Label power set approach has the limitation is 

that predicts the set of labels in the observed training dataset only. Random k-label set approach overcomes the 

limitation of label power set but it cannot directly optimize the learning objective.GLE can be used for both multi-label 

classification and cost-sensitive multi-label classification. Based on the combine output of weak and inaccurate learners 

boosting approach yields high and accurate prediction of labels. Ml-kNN is better than some well-established multi-

label Learning algorithms. Based on training model time cost of making prediction is quite less and the computational 

complexity of BP-MLL is high. Transductive learning make the use of labeled and unlabeled data for predict label set of 

unlabeled data in which test data is same as the unlabeled data. By using labeled data TRAM effectively boost the 

performance of multi-label classification for labeling unlabeled data.  

 

IV. CONCLUSION 

There are many ways to solve the problem of multi-label classification. The basic approach to solve the problem is to 

label the data, but it has been found that process of labeling to multi-label data is expensive and time consuming. 

Transductive based multi-label classification is an effective way of assigning multi-label to each instance. TRAM 

algorithm used label set method which utilize the information of label and unlabeled data which helps to optimize the 

problem of composite labeling.  
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